Report on 10th SAMBHAV 2015
The 10th SAMBHAV festival conducted by A.L.P.A.N.A Society at New Delhi was a successful
program which created a huge platform to our special children.

12:11:15

We the Team from Bhutan for SAMBHAV festival started our journey from Paro at 11:30AM
and reached New Delhi at 2:00PM. We were warmly received by the organizer from the airport
and took us to International Youth Hostel where we settled for the day.

13:11:2015

On 13th Nov 2015 with joyous feeling, we went to IIC multipurpose hall where the actual
program was held. At 9:30AM, the opening ceremony took place with Shri B.K Gowsomi as our
chief guest. With the welcome notes from the organizer and key notes from the chief guest the
day’s program started. After having important sharing from the dignitaries, we had photo session
with our team along with the chief guest. The rehearsal from various countries began in the
morning till afternoon for evening stage cultural programs by challenged artists.

14:11:15

As usual on 14th and 15th Nov 2015 the morning activities took place for the day. At around
8:30 am we were taken to IIC Multipurpose hall. The exhibition from the various countries was
exhibited in the morning session. The most of the visitors were overwhelmed by the exhibited
items that our presented during exhibition. At 11:30AM the seminars started with the guest
speakers from various countries participated. We had our lunch at around 1:30PM and further the
seminar continued till 3:00PM. After that we had a tea break. Then, we had various international
cultural programs by challenged artists from various countries till 7:30PM.

15:11:15

We reached ICC Multipurpose hall at 9:00am. We had yoga session including challenged artists
with the yoga master which took place till 11:00AM. After this we continued with the seminars
from ALPANA, Australia and Russia. ALPANA talked more about the impact of dancing art to
develop the vocationally orientated special children, which obviously motivated our children to

participate more in such activities. Other two countries talked about how the program are been
initiated in their respected places. This was an awesome program as our children performed
well.

16:11:15
On this day, the organizer took us to various important places. This was quite interesting as many
of us could visit some historic places in the society and we thank the ALPANA society for
organizing such event where challenged artists could display their talents & also interact with
people from various countries. Also, we would like to thank DPAB office for nominating us to
participate in such a fruitful event.

SUBMITTED BY:

 Sonam Yangden (Assistant. Program officer- DPAB) -Team Leader
 R.k Chhetri- Escort of the challenged performers
 Tandin Pem- Escort of the challenged artist for art exhibition

